
Transforming the face 
of advice in Australia.

How we’re building a clean, sustainable 

advice model for the future.



What sets us apart
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Our Vision

To become Australia's 

leading network of 

professional accounting 

and advice firms, aligned 

through shared values, 

mutual success and our 

sense of community.

Our Values

Trust

Earned through character, 

competence and coachability.

Commitment

We do what we say we will do.

Teamwork

We believe in the collective 

wisdom of the team.

Clients

We will act fairly and in the 
best interest of clients.

We deliver value in line 
with agreed client 
expectations.

We make a positive 
difference in the financial 
wellbeing of our clients.

Strategic Drivers and Key Goals

Clients

We deliver advice that secures financial 

well being.

Firms

We provide financial and intellectual 

investment capital.

People

We invest in people and build leaders.

Focus

We believe in 

excellence = process x culture.

Financial

We will make a decent profit, decently.

Community

Our reputation is the sum of what the 

community thinks of us.

Firms

All principals are aligned 
owners with CountPlus.

CountPlus is a 
participatory investor in 
professional advice firms.

We add value through 
strategy, people systems, 
structure & governance, 
culture and leadership.

People

A recognition culture that 
incentivises the 
demonstration of our 
values.

We assist firms build a 
bench strength of leaders 
and stars.

Our leaders are coaches.

We are who we promote.

Focus

We build firms that 
transcend generations.

Culture is our competitive 
advantage.

We systemise the routine,  
but we lead people.

We invest in technology 
that is additive to our core 
business.

Financial

Efficient and disciplined 
use of capital.

We invest in firms that fit 
our family photograph.

We deliver returns to our 
shareholders by providing 
advice that makes a 
positive difference in the 
lives of our clients.

Community

Redefine our network as a 
complementor to our firm’s 
success.

Engage with Professional 
Associations for best 
practice.

Establish pro-bono and 
philanthropic team from 
within our firms.

Priority 
outcomes



About us

Under our Owner, Driver -Partner model we support Member firms through capital 

investment, practical leadership, and intellectual input. 

Underpinned with strong financial systems and management, we focus on aligned 

value and professional outcomes. We help to guide firms through high-quality training 

and leadership programs, identifying emerging leaders and giving practical support to 

our existing senior people.

The Owner, Driver-Partner model:

• Improves performance at the individual firm level while leveraging the benefits of 

a national group, its collective wisdom, expertise, and best practice.

• Inspires loyalty and relationships, by allowing firms to preserve their local brand 

and unique identity.

• Builds confidence by offering strategic support, funding for growth, scalable 

benefits, and succession planning.

CountPlus is ready for our next phase of selective growth and prepared to carefully 

assess and navigate future uncertainty within a broader industry and global context. 

The integration of Count Financial with CountPlus has added to our overall market 

position and builds upon our experience in selecting and embedding strong strategic 

growth opportunities. 

The combination of culture, a client-centric advice business model and capacity to 

make a decent profit decently defines the CountPlus ‘fit’.

Through our people, strong governance and leadership CountPlus strives to maintain 

high quality services, innovation in technology and systems, a fair workplace and 

abiding commitment to the communities and people we serve. Sustainable financial 

performance and shareholder value is built though this approach.

Our strategy sets us apart in Australia and will allow us to realise the vision of 

CountPlus as the nation’s leading network of professional accounting and advice firms.
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Our purpose

Our purpose is to transform
the face of advice in Australia.
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Our purpose

We will be the first licensee to run 
a clean model which generates 

a decent profit...decently.
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Our mission is to transform the face of advice in Australia. We are doing something that has never been 

done before – building a clean, sustainable advice model that can make a decent profit… decently.
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We…
• Are doubling down on our commitment to advice

• Are free of institutional conflicts and don’t have a 

vertically integrated operating model

• Can help you build a sustainable business model 

and find new ways to capture revenue

• Are backed by a business that believes 

in financial advice and the positive difference it 

makes to the lives of our clients

• Offer industry-leading support services to help 

you deliver advice efficiently and effectively

Our purpose

Doing what has never been done before

You…
• Put the client’s best interests first… always

• Are committed to the future of advice in Australia

• Are true believers in the value of advice and the 

benefits it brings to clients

• Focus on strategic advice rather than products

• Want a licensee that supports you every step of 

the way



Our purpose

Character
• Client-centric mindset 

• Committed to the future

• Strong believers in the value that advice brings to Australians

• Pro-bono focus and desire to help those less fortunate

• Focus on advice over product

• Collaborative mindset and willing to engage peers

• Coachability – open to learning new and better ways to operate

• Peer interaction at events and through digital channels

• Shares best practice with the network

• Sense of community – charity and fundraising mindset

Capabilities
• Qualified and educated advisers

• Experienced – strong, proven track record of delivering 

quality advice

• Outstanding professional reputation

• Accreditations (Member of a professional organisation)

• Integrated technology platform

• Diversified revenue streams (i.e. not just specialising in 

one area)

• Sound fee-for-service charging model

• Up to date business plan with clearly articulated CVP

• Consistent technology mindset

What the firm of the future looks like
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Count Financial is already looking to the future and how we can grow our network with quality advice firms who fit 

our family photograph. A mixture of capability and culture encompasses the Count Financial firm of the future. 



Opportunities

The Owner, Driver-Partner model:

• Improves performance at the individual firm level while 

leveraging the benefits of a national group, its collective 

wisdom, expertise, and best practice.

• Inspires loyalty and relationships, by allowing firms to 

preserve their local brand and unique identity.

• Builds confidence by offering strategic support, funding for 

growth, scalable benefits, and succession planning.

Delivering value in an aligned partner 

model – Owner, Driver – Partner firms 

through CountPlus

Our commitment to the Owner, Driver-Partner model is 

unchanged. 

We support Member firms through capital investment, practical 

leadership, and intellectual input. 

Underpinned with strong financial systems and management, we 

focus on aligned value and professional outcomes. We help to 

guide firms through high-quality training and leadership 

programs, identifying emerging leaders and giving practical 

support to our existing senior people.
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Delivering value in an aligned partner model –

Owner, Driver–Partner firms through CountPlus

1
A focus on the importance of culture, 

people and values.

What we seek in a Partner Firm

2 Clear client-first culture.

3
Strong leadership with a track 

record of success.

4
Growth mindset and an inquiring 

mindset regarding innovation.

5
Willingness to embrace a partnership

relationship and be a part of the 

CountPlus community.

Owner, Driver 

– Partner 

Firm

Earnings Profile

Time and production-based earnings 

Compliance needs based 

Advisory relationship based 

Annuity style and defensive

Core OD-P Firms

Activities of CUP as a partner investor in converged firms. 

OD-P model

Formalised best practice governance and stewardship measures 

with a strategic planning overlay, risk management focus, quality 

assurance program and accountability framework that separates 

governance, practice management and shareholder matters.

Capital available for acquisitions/tuck-ins with disciplined M&A 

capability.

Access to low interest debt facility with senior banking team 

Support funding available for key staff into equity partnerships.

Provide liquidity in shareholding of firms, reduce key person risk.

Sharing of best practice capabilities amongst firms.

Benchmarking on key measures and tools to assist improvement.

Consistent and disciplined approach to practice management.

Ability to leverage cost efficiencies with service providers.

Access to capital.

Revenue opportunities with aligned service providers.

Governance

Capital and 

Liquidity

Best 

Practice 

Enabler

Scale

Opportunities



Why choose Count Financial

Remediation headwinds are crippling 
larger institutions, but we are focused 

on the future.
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An external project team 

(CBA) of 20+ running the 

entire look-back remediation 

for Count Financial.

This allows our 30-strong 

head office team to focus on 

supporting the existing network.

We have a $300 million 

indemnity in place.
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Why choose Count Financial

We offer more than just an AFSL, 

Count Financial is a trusted partner 

that will help you deliver advice 

effectively and efficiently, enable your 

business to find new opportunities for 

growth, and provide best-of-breed 

solutions to your clients.  

What makes us different
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Some insights from Count Financial Authorised Representative and Advisory Council Chair, Tony Munday.

Why choose Count Financial

What makes us different

Tony Munday, Director at PKF, Perth WA

“As the chair of the Advisory Council, since the change of ownership from CBA, it is refreshing to 

communicate with a leadership team that fundamentally understands financial advice and we have 

seen the following benefits:

• The Count Financial leadership team is accountable for delivering a full-service support offering

• People in the leadership team understand the concerns of the network. Advisers can now very 

quickly get through to people who are in a position of responsibility

• The people on the leadership team – the people that are in executive positions – have all got 

financial planning experience. 

• There is a clear alignment of interests between Member Firms and CountPlus. 

https://player.vimeo.com/video/448441092
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Why choose Count Financial

What makes us different

Understanding Technology

Industry-leading 

technology integrations 

that save you time and 

effort. 

A common sense 

approach to compliance, 

designed to keep you 

safe.

Professional 

Standards

A team with deep roots in 

advice and experience in 

running a small business.

Financial 

stability

A strong balance 

sheet and the 

backing of an 

ASX-listed 

company.
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Why choose Count Financial

A leadership team with deep 
roots in financial advice.

5 of 8 
have experience 

as self-employed 

financial 

advisers

7 of 8 
have more 

than 20 years’ 

experience in 

financial 

services

3 of 8 
have CEO 

experience

7 of 8 
have their own 

financial 

adviser

8 of 8 
have passion 

for financial 

advice
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Why choose Count Financial

A leadership team with deep 
roots in financial advice.

Stability. Experience. Expertise.

Mark Rantall

Chair

Matthew Rowe

CountPlus CEO
Andrew Kennedy

Chief Advice Officer

Kara Boden

Head of Operations

Reg Gabila

Head of Systems

Simon Jeffery-Bilich 

Head of Research

Phil Creswell

Head of Professional 

Standards

Joe McCann

Head of Practice 

Development

Narelle Wooden

General Counsel
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Why choose Count Financial

Matthew Rowe

CEO & Managing Director

Andrew Kennedy

Chief Advice Officer

Kara Boden

Head of Operations

Simon Jeffery-

Bilich

Head of Research

Reg Gabila

Head of Licensee 

Systems

Supervision & 

Monitoring

Professional 

Development

Quality Assurance

Adviser Payments

Advice Management

Marketing & Comms

Member Services

Approved Product 

List

Research Analysis

XPLAN Development

XPLAN Operations

Phil Creswell

Head of Professional 

Standards

Joe McCann

Head of Practice 

Development and Growth

Practice Development

Network Growth

Risk Management

XPLAN Coaching
Portfolio 

Construction

Dedicated state-based 

support

Digital Engagement Tools
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Why choose Count Financial

Since CountPlus ownership took effect in October 2019, we have listened carefully to the feedback of our Member network and 

delivered numerous strategic achievements to support our firms in delivering more quality advice to their clients. 

Strategic achievements under CountPlus ownership

Institutional Ownership CountPlus Ownership

Adviser Advocacy

Network Survey NPS overall satisfaction -29 (industry average -1.6) (conducted June 2019) 83% of survey respondents would recommend Count Financial to another adviser or firm looking 

to move licensees (conducted June 2020)

Research

Approved Product List Restricted Expanded (additional platforms and insurance providers, introduction of SMAs)

Professional Standards

Prevet turnaround time 12 weeks

Regulatory Technology not available

Prevet SLA 5 business days

Lumen and Protecht introduced

Licensee Systems

Digital Signatures not available for use

Digital Client Engagement Tools not available

932 advice documents produced July 2019

5 digital signature tools approved for use

9 tools available with full integration with XPLAN

1,265 advice documents produced July 2020 (35% uplift from 2019)

Peer sharing

Conducted via PD Days and Annual Conference Additional peer sharing sessions. The last series of PD Day webinars were rated 8.6/10 overall.

Operations

Onboarding Process – 12 weeks Onboarding completed in up to 8 weeks

Business Partnerships

Limited Partnerships with discounted rates with HR services, marketing content, website providers, 

SMSF administration

Marketing

Count Financial brand was not updated Contemporary brand and new public website introduced
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Why choose Count Financial

New ways to help you deliver advice 
faster and smarter. 

A dedicated XPLAN coaching 

team within the head office 

providing best practice. 

Our customised version 

includes bespoke tools 

and templates.

An ecosystem of tools that 

integrate with XPLAN for 

efficiency gains.



Why choose Count Financial

An industry-leading technology solution

Count Financial has partnered with a wide range of leading FinTech providers to provide a fully integrated XPLAN platform that is 

free from double data entry. These third-party integrations have created significant efficiencies for our advisers along every step of 

the advice process. 
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Greater efficiency – greater output
The efficiencies created on the left have led to much more efficient firms, 

delivering more advice

Our technology offer has reduced the time spent for all 

components of the advice process.

3 hours

Prospect/Lead Management

1.5 hours

Client Discovery

2 hours

1.5 hours

Formulate & Document Advice

8 hours

6 hours

Ongoing Service & Customer engagement

8 hours

6 hours

Count ExperienceIndustry standard
Advice Documents Issued

Pre-acquisition (2019) Post-acquisition (2019)

1200

1000

800

600

400

200

Jan Feb Mar

Source – Investment Trends Financial Planning Technology Report 2019
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We have a proven ecosystem of integrated tools which leads to more efficient delivery of advice.

Why choose Count Financial

An industry-leading technology solution

Digital Signatures Accounting Big data/integration 

platforms

Research/digital 

advice engines

Research/digital 

advice engines

Count Financial’s version of 

XPLAN

Digital Signatures Accounting
Client portals and digital 

fact finds
Big data/integration 

platforms

Research/digital advice 

engines

Personal finance 

managers
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Why choose Count Financial

Our view on compliance and professional standards is pragmatic, commercial and rational. We give our advisers the guidance and 

tools needed to deliver advice in the best interests of their clients.

A common-sense approach, designed to support you and keep you safe.

One experienced team To service all your Professional Standards needs, including audit, pre-vet, licensee 

standards and professional development.

One contact point A dedicated Quality Assurance Manager assigned to your firm for all compliance-related 

queries and coaching needs. 

High-calibre network Count advisers are leading the industry charge to professionalism. 82% are relevant degree 

qualified or greater, and 60% of our network have sat and passed the FASEA exam.

Mandate less, consult more Changes to key documents reviewed with our Advisory Council prior to roll out so that we can 

obtain insights from current advisers.

Technology choice We are open-minded to how you use technology as part of the advice process. We have 

approved and integrated multiple client engagement and digital signature tools.



“A professional is a 

debtor to their 

profession.”

Giving back to the community. 

Community spirit and helping those in need is a key part of 

our philosophy. Giving back to the community is a critical part 

of what we do.

The Count Charitable Foundation was established to support 

Count Financial Members in their philanthropic endeavours 

and help them make a significant difference in their local 

communities.

Since its inception, the Foundation has donated more than 

$10 million to Member nominated charities.

In FY20, we donated one million dollars for the first time 

in a single financial year.
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Our community
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Our heritage
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Next steps

Andrew Kennedy

Chief Advice Officer

0411 256 862

andrew.kennedy@count.com.au

Joe McCann

Head of Practice Development and Growth

0423 946 439

joe.mccann@count.com.au

Find out more

joincount.com.au
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